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Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists - 1969-02
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the premier public resource on
scientific and technological developments that impact global security.
Founded by Manhattan Project Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic
"Doomsday Clock" stimulates solutions for a safer world.
The Everything Guide to Starting and Running a Catering Business Joyce Weinberg 2007-10-01
Do you enjoy cooking for others? Is your buffet table a work of art? Are
your parties the best in the neighborhood? Then catering may be a great
career for you! It's all here-from getting licenses and choosing the
perfect name to developing menus and getting the word out. Seasoned
food expert and caterer Joyce Weinberg covers all aspects of the catering
business and shares her secrets to success with you, including how to:
Choose a specialty-fancy fundraisers, company and family picnics, or
romantic weddings; Learn the ropes before you start your business;
Create a marketing plan that gets your company noticed by all the right
people; Find clients and generate repeat customers. The Everything
Guide to Starting and Running a Catering Business is all you need to
make your passion your profession!
Guerrilla Marketing for Financial Advisors
- Jay Conrad Levinson 2003
Through the eyes of two Guerrilla Marketers, this book shows you
Guerrilla Marketing ideas to help you build your business and make more
as a financial advisor than you ever thought possible. Jay Conrad
Levinson, author of the highly successful Guerrilla Marketing series of
books has teamed up with financial advisor consultant and coach Grant
W. Hicks, CIM, FCSI , to uncover all aspects of marketing for financial
advisors. This work is a collection of fourteen years of researching and
testing the best ideas for financial advisors. Grant's educational website
www.financialadvisormarketing.com has additional resources to help any
advisor at any level become more successful. This easy to read book will
be an abundance of resources advisors need to dramatically change and
grow their business. Inside you will find nine chapters including samples
and templates to help build your business. The following is a chapter
summary that will take the reader through forty business and marketing
ideas, principles and examples that have been used successfully and step
by step on how to apply them to your business. 1. Build a Better Business
and Marketing Plan 2. Getting New Clients from Outside Sources 3.
Getting New Clients from Internal Marketing 4. Welcoming New Clients
5. Wowing Clients 6. Mastering Service for All Clients 7. Taking Your
Business to the Next Level 8. Marketing Principles for Financial Advisors
9. Guerrilla Marketing Tools and Marketing Action Plan Worksheets If
you want to be a successful advisor in your market and improve your
client service levels, then Guerilla Marketing For Financial Advisors is
your marketing blueprint. It is time for advisors to take action.
Becoming a Life Advisor - Rod Hagenbuch 2005
Beyond Listening - Bonnie Goebert 2002-04-22
A groundbreaking guide to making one of marketing's most important
resources more effective When kids in a Nabisco focus group told
researchers that they always separated their Oreos before they ate them,
the researchers recommended that the company develop a cookie that
couldn't be taken apart. Fortunately, in this case, Nabisco didn't heed the
researchers' advice. Each year, companies spend a billion dollars on
focus groups designed to ferret out consumer motivation, and, according
to expert Bonnie Goebert, in many cases they're throwing their money
away. In this fascinating book, Goebert, a highly respected moderator
with three decades of experience with focus groups, explains what's
wrong with how companies use the information. More importantly, she
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draws on her own experiences with clients like the New York Times,
Tropicana, Maxwell House, Colgate, Maybelline, Lipton, Federal Express,
and scores of other prestigious accounts to provide simple clear-cut
guidelines on how companies of just about any size can use focus groups
to capture the hearts and minds of consumers. Bonnie Goebert
(Southampton, NY) heads her own focus group consulting firm.
Guerrilla Retailing - Jay Conrad Levinson 2005
Mastering Online Marketing
- Mitch Meyerson 2007-11-21
This text presents a proven 12-step program for e-commerce success.
Forgoing get-rich-quick hype for best practices and solid marketing
principles, two online marketers offer an unbeatable 12-step system that
creates a profitable and sustainable online business.
The Business Plan - Gerald Schwetje 2007-08-24
This book provides the essentials to write a successful business plan. The
represented methods and best practices have been approved over many
years in practice with many management consulting engagements. The
book is beautifully structured, it has a pragmatic emphasis and an
autodidactic approach. The reader gets acquainted with the skills and
competencies as well as tools, required for the planning and
development of the business plan project.
The Guerrilla Marketing Handbook
- Jay Conrad Levinson 1994
This book will guide marketers into the world of positioning and selling
products and services. The authors lead the reader step by step through
the process of developing a marketing campaign. They offer detailed
descriptions of more than a hundred marketing tools from contests to
affinity programs, from direct mail to billboard advertising. Anecdotes,
graphics, and rules of thumb are also included.
The Best of Guerrilla Marketing--Guerrilla Marketing Remix - Jay
Conrad Levinson 2011-09-09
Guerrilla Marketing’s Greatest Hits—Updated, Adapted, Remastered…
The only book to deliver The Best of Guerrilla Marketing—a combination
of the latest secrets, strategies, tactics, and tools from more than 35 topselling Guerrilla Marketing books—updated for a new generation. ”When
they write the history of marketing thought, Jay doesn't get a page... he
gets his own chapter.” —Seth Godin, author of Poke the Box “This book
is the culmination of Guerrilla Marketing’s huge footprint on the
marketing landscape. Keep it on top of your desk-it will become your
marketing bible.” —Jill Lublin, international speaker and author,
Jilllublin.com ”For business survival in the 21st century, Guerrilla
Marketing ranks right up there with food, water, shelter—and, of course,
Internet access.“ —David Garfinkel, author of Advertising Headlines That
Make You Rich “21 million entrepreneurs around the world, including me
and most of my clients & friends, owe a debt of gratitude to Jay Conrad
Levinson for his inspiring Guerrilla Marketing advice and mentoring.“
—Roger C. Parker, www.PublishedandProfitable.com “Guerrilla
Marketing has always been about helping the ‘little guy’ market
effectively and succeed against big-budget competitors. And now, in the
new hyper-connected and hyper-competitive digital age, Guerrilla
Marketing is again proving to be an essential key ingredient to help
achieve business success. “ —Stuart Burkow, advisor on making money
in business and advocate for free enterprise, www.kingofprofits.com “Jay
Levinson wisely guided my partners and me as we built our company
from zero to $60 million in six years – and sold it! His brilliant marketing
know-how played a huge role in our dramatic success. “ —Steve Savage,
president, Savage International “Guerrilla Marketing is far more than a
brand. It has joined Xerox and Kleenex as part of our language.” —Orvel
Ray Wilson, CSP, marketing coach, sales trainer and author “Jay's
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original Guerrilla Marketing validated all the marketing I'd been already
doing, and opened my eyes to many new possibilities. Since that time,
I've read many books in the series, and was thrilled to bring Guerrilla
Marketing to the environmental world with Guerrilla Marketing Goes
Green. Jay has proven over and over again that there's more to
marketing than throwing a lot of money into ads, and that small
businesses, nonprofits, and grassroots organizations can market
effectively and inexpensively.” —Shel Horowitz, award-winning author,
speaker, consultant, green/ethical marketing expert “Guerrilla Marketing
Reigns Supreme as THE Source for Most Affordable and Effective
Marketing...Ever!” —David Fagan, owner, The Icon Builder “In the
marketing jungle the Guerrilla is king!” —David Perry, Perry-Martel
International “Guerrilla Marketing is the Guerrilla Cream that rises to
the Guerrilla Top. Those that use it, have used it and will use it get the
view from the Top!! This book is one more ticket to your trip to your
Guerrilla Top.” —Al Lautenslager, www.marketforprofits.com “Jay
Conrad Levinson's Guerrilla Marketing series helped revolutionize
marketing for the entrepreneurs who transformed small business into the
powerful engine that drives economic growth in America. That his work
keeps evolving but always stresses ethics, creativity, and technology with
makes his achievement all the more valuable and remarkable.” —Michael
Larsen, literary agent, Michael Larsen-Elizabeth Pomada Literary Agents
Contributions from 35 Guerrilla hits, including: The Guerrilla Marketing
Handbook Guerrilla Publicity Guerrilla Marketing in 30 Days Guerrilla
Marketing for Writers Guerrilla Social Media Marketing Guerrilla
Marketing on the Internet Guerrilla Networking Guerrilla Negotiating
Guerrilla Selling Guerrilla Public Speaking Guerrilla Multilevel
Marketing Guerrilla Profits Guerrilla Financing Guerrilla Business
Secrets Guerrilla Breakthrough Strategies Guerrilla Retailing Guerrilla
Rainmaking Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants Guerrilla Marketing
Goes Green Guerrilla Marketing for Nonprofits
Be More Pirate- Sam Conniff Allende 2018-12-18
Pirates didn’t just break the rules, they rewrote them. They didn’t just
reject society, they reinvented it. Pirates didn’t just challenge the statusquo, they changed everyf*ckingthing. Pirates faced a self-interested
establishment, a broken system, industrial scale disruption, and an
uncertain future. Sound familiar? “I’d rather be a pirate than join the
navy.”—Steve Jobs Pirates stood for MISCHIEF, PURPOSE, and POWER.
And you can too. Be More Pirate unveils the innovative strategies of
Golden Age pirates, drawing parallels between the tactics and teachings
of legends like Henry Morgan and Blackbeard with modern rebels, like
Elon Musk, Malala, and Banksy. Featuring takeaway sections and a guide
to building your own pirate code 2.0, Be More Pirate will show you how
to leave your mark on the 21st century. 1. Rebel — Draw strength by
standing up to the status quo. 2. Rewrite — Bend, break, but most
importantly, rewrite the rules. 3. Reorganize — Collaborate to achieve
scale, rather than growth. 4. Redistribute — Fight for fairness, share
power, and make an enemy of exploitation. 5. Retell — Weaponize your
story, then tell the hell out of it. Whatever your ambitions, ideas and
challenges, Be More Pirate will revolutionize the way you live, think, and
work today, and tomorrow. So what are you waiting for? Join the
rebellion.
Who's who in Finance and Business - 2008
Guerrilla Marketing for Social Media: 100+ Weapons to Grow
Your Online Influence, Attract Customers, and Drive Profits - Jay
Conrad Levinson 2010-08-31
Provides more than one hundred practical ideas, action plans, and
implementation steps to help businesses identify unconventional social
media opportunities to increase online presence, attract customers, and
improve profits.
Guerrilla Marketing for the Home-based Business
- Jay Conrad Levinson
1995
Describes marketing techniques particularly effective for home-based
businesses, emphasizing the importance of positioning, word-of-mouth
advertising, direct mail, and customer service
Guerrilla Trade Show Selling - Jay Conrad Levinson 1997-04-15
Describes techniques on how to effectively work the trade show floor
Guerrilla Marketing
- Jay Conrad Levinson 1993
Hundreds of ideas for reaching and keeping the fastest-growing markets
in the 90s, marketing during a recession, what consumers in the 90s care
most about, how to use the technological explosion for bigger profits,
and management lessons for the 21st century.
Guerrilla Business Secrets - Jay Conrad Levinson 2009-02-01
From a master salesperson and a revolutionary marketing strategist: A
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take-no-prisoners guide to making your small business dreams come
true. Do you long to break out of the corporate rate race and run your
own business? Jay Conrad Levinson, author of the bestselling Guerrilla
Marketing series, and Steve Savage, management consultant and
salesman extraordinaire, team up to show you how in this truly
captivating guide. By learning from Steve’s desolate disasters and
tremendous triumphs, you will gain the knowledge you need to start and
run a business—covering every facet from picking a hot product to
navigating government bureaucracy to expanding overseas. Learn how
Steve develops dazzling products, builds successful sales forces, and
once took a company from zero to $60 million in six years. Guerrilla
Business Secrets tells how hundreds of men and women trained by Steve
were able to fulfill their dreams and stretch to the outer limits of their
potential. “I have never seen anyone who could organize a business,
recruit a sales force, and motivate an entire company better than Steve
Savage. He is a genuine business visionary.” —Rod Turner, Senior
Executive Vice President, Colgate Palmolive
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Starting a Home-based Business Barbara Weltman 2007
An updated manual for aspiring entrepreneurs offers valuable advice on
starting a home-based business, with chapters on creating a business
concept, buying a franchise, turnkey businesses, business plans,
insurance, taxes, online and Internet enterprises, seed money, and other
essential topics. Original.
The House of Morgan - Ron Chernow 2010-01-19
Published to critical acclaim twenty years ago, and now considered a
classic, The House of Morgan is the most ambitious history ever written
about American finance. It is a rich, panoramic story of four generations
of Morgans and the powerful, secretive firms they spawned, ones that
would transform the modern financial world. Tracing the trajectory of J.
P. Morgan’s empire from its obscure beginnings in Victorian London to
the financial crisis of 1987, acclaimed author Ron Chernow paints a
fascinating portrait of the family’s private saga and the rarefied world of
the American and British elite in which they moved—a world that
included Charles Lindbergh, Henry Ford, Franklin Roosevelt, Nancy
Astor, and Winston Churchill. A masterpiece of financial history—it was
awarded the 1990 National Book Award for Nonfiction and selected by
the Modern Library as one of the 100 Best Nonfiction Books of the
Twentieth Century—The House of Morgan is a compelling account of a
remarkable institution and the men who ran it, and an essential book for
understanding the money and power behind the major historical events
of the last 150 years.
Multiple Streams of Internet Income - Robert G. Allen 2001-04-24
Praise for MULTIPLE STREAMS OF INTERNET INCOME "If ever the
world needed some help to succeed on the Internet, this is the moment.
Robert Allen’s new book is just in time to save the day."–Jack Trout,
President, Trout & Partners, Ltd., author, Differentiate or Die "Earning
money ... serious money is no different than piloting a jet aircraft or
baking an apple pie. You have to learn how and you must understand
what you’re doing. Robert Allen is a master flight instructor if you want
your income to soar. He knows what 98% of our population have proven
they don’t know. Read his book and follow his advice. In a relatively short
period of time you will become wealthy and be amazed at how much free
time you have when you never have to worry about money."–Bob Proctor,
author of the bestselling book You Were Born Rich "The only thing better
than the promise in the title of Robert Allen’s wonderful Multiple
Streams of Internet Income is the enlightening information in the book
itself. And the only thing better than the book is the life a reader can lead
after reading the book and taking the actions that are suggested. Of all
the books I’ve read about earning money online, this one tops the list for
a multiple stream of reasons."–Jay Conrad Levinson, author of the
Guerrilla Marketing series "Robert Allen has done it again! Multiple
Streams of Internet Income is an exciting look into the many creative
things you can do with your money in today’s new economy. I can’t wait
to use its wisdom!" –Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute
Manager® and Big Bucks!® "Information is less expensive to
manufacture, promote, and ship than hard products such as running
shoes and CDs. Robert Allen shares how you can apply Internet
technology to selling information: books, reports, articles, seminars,
speeches, and consulting. There are a lot of fluff books on e-commerce.
This one is detailed, accurate, and readable. Multiple Streams of Internet
Income is not just a book; it’s a complete and hands-on course in
advanced commerce. Congratulations."–Dan Poynter, author, The SelfPublishing Manual
The Future of Finance
- Henri Arslanian 2019-07-15
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This book, written jointly by an engineer and artificial intelligence expert
along with a lawyer and banker, is a glimpse on what the future of the
financial services will look like and the impact it will have on society. The
first half of the book provides a detailed yet easy to understand
educational and technical overview of FinTech, artificial intelligence and
cryptocurrencies including the existing industry pain points and the new
technological enablers. The second half provides a practical, concise and
engaging overview of their latest trends and their impact on the future of
the financial services industry including numerous use cases and
practical examples. The book is a must read for any professional
currently working in finance, any student studying the topic or anyone
curious on how the future of finance will look like.
Guerrilla Marketing Online Weapons - Jay Conrad Levinson 1996
Shows how to promote a business on the Internet while applying proven
marketing tactics, and explains how to use various software packages
Guerrilla Marketing in 30 Days - Al Lautenslager 2014-06-10
Updated with fresh examples, the latest techniques and trends, new
success stories, and fresh, practical marketing habits for today’s aspiring
guerrillas, this new edition provides marketers with the latest guerrilla
marketing tools and tactics. In just 30 chapters and 30 days, famous
marketers Jay Conrad Levinson and Al Lautenslager show eager
entrepreneurs how to zero in on their marketing goals and maximize
their profits. New marketers learn from updated real-life examples and
success stories and proven fundamental concepts, and use daily
exercises to take their marketing to the next level — ultimately
increasing profits, cutting costs, and gaining new customers. Topics
detailed in this new edition include proximity marketing, thought
leadership, integration of online and offline marketing, speaking and
events, direct email, personalization, and implementation. With every
step, Levinson and Lautenslager provide thorough action plans to help
aspiring guerrillas stay on track, leaving no excuse for anything but
success.
Your Ad Here - Michael Serazio 2013-04-05
2015 Susanne K. Langer Award for Outstanding Scholarship, Media
Ecology Association2013 Book of the Year, Visual Communication
Division, National Communication Association Amidst the profound
upheavals in technology, economics, and culture that mark the
contemporary moment, marketing strategies have multiplied, as brand
messages creep ever deeper into our private lives. In Your Ad Here, an
engaging and timely new book, Michael Serazio investigates the rise of
“guerrilla marketing” as a way of understanding increasingly covert and
interactive flows of commercial persuasion. Digging through a decade of
trade press coverage and interviewing dozens of agency CEOs, brand
managers, and creative directors, Serazio illuminates a diverse and
fascinating set of campaign examples: from the America’s Army video
game to Pabst Blue Ribbon’s “hipster hijack,” from buzz agent bloggers
and tweeters to The Dark Knight’s “Why So Serious?” social labyrinth.
Blending rigorous analysis with eye-opening reporting and lively prose,
Your Ad Here reveals the changing ways that commercial culture is
produced today. Serazio goes behind-the-scenes with symbolic creators
to appreciate the professional logic informing their work, while giving
readers a glimpse into this new breed of “hidden persuaders” optimized
for 21st-century media content, social patterns, and digital platforms.
Ultimately, this new form of marketing adds up to a subtle, sophisticated
orchestration of consumer conduct and heralds a world of advertising
that pretends to have nothing to sell.
Guerrilla Marketing Online - Jay Conrad Levinson 1997
Since the publication of this bestseller two years ago, the number of
people who are connected to the Internet directly rather than through an
online provider has exploded, which has had a dramatic impact on online
commerce. Guerrilla Marketing Online, 2nd Edition, completely revised
and updated, addresses this shift in user access, unveiling new
marketing weapons and techniques for promoting business
electronically.
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind - T. Harv Eker 2009-10-13
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind reveals the missing link between wanting
success and achieving it! Have you ever wondered why some people
seem to get rich easily, while others are destined for a life of financial
struggle? Is the difference found in their education, intelligence, skills,
timing, work habits, contacts, luck, or their choice of jobs, businesses, or
investments? The shocking answer is: None of the above! In his
groundbreaking Secrets of the Millionaire Mind, T. Harv Eker states:
"Give me five minutes, and I can predict your financial future for the rest
of your life!" Eker does this by identifying your "money and success
blueprint." We all have a personal money blueprint ingrained in our
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subconscious minds, and it is this blueprint, more than anything, that will
determine our financial lives. You can know everything about marketing,
sales, negotiations, stocks, real estate, and the world of finance, but if
your money blueprint is not set for a high level of success, you will never
have a lot of money—and if somehow you do, you will most likely lose it!
The good news is that now you can actually reset your money blueprint
to create natural and automatic success. Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
is two books in one. Part I explains how your money blueprint works.
Through Eker's rare combination of street smarts, humor, and heart, you
will learn how your childhood influences have shaped your financial
destiny. You will also learn how to identify your own money blueprint and
"revise" it to not only create success but, more important, to keep and
continually grow it. In Part II you will be introduced to seventeen
"Wealth Files," which describe exactly how rich people think and act
differently than most poor and middle-class people. Each Wealth File
includes action steps for you to practice in the real world in order to
dramatically increase your income and accumulate wealth. If you are not
doing as well financially as you would like, you will have to change your
money blueprint. Unfortunately your current money blueprint will tend
to stay with you for the rest of your life, unless you identify and revise it,
and that's exactly what you will do with the help of this extraordinary
book. According to T. Harv Eker, it's simple. If you think like rich people
think and do what rich people do, chances are you'll get rich too!
Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants
- Jay Conrad Levinson 2011-01-06
Trusted advice on successful consulting from the authors of the
bestselling Guerrilla Marketing series Consulting is entering the era of
the guerrilla client-buyers with a glut of information at their fingertips
and doubts about the value consultants add. Guerrilla Marketing for
Consultants is the first book to reveal how guerrilla marketing can
transform today's challenges into golden opportunities for winning
profitable work from the new breed of consulting clients. Packed with
information, this step-by-step guide details the 12 marketing secrets
every consultant should know, the anatomy of a marketing plan, Web
sites, sources of free publicity, direct-mail marketing, winning proposals,
and more. Jay Conrad Levinson (San Rafael, CA) is the Chairman of the
Board of Guerrilla Marketing International and the author or coauthor of
more than 30 books, including the bestselling Guerrilla Marketing series.
Michael W. McLaughlin (Mill Valley, CA) has been a partner with
Deloitte Consulting since 1994.
Canadian Retirement Planning Mistakes - Hicks Grant Hicks 2010-02
ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT YOUR RETIREMENT ? Your not alone. Most
Canadians feel they can use some more planning when it comes to
retirement whether you have been retired for several years or planning
for retirement. I have written a book on the mistakes I have seen in over
20 years of retirement planning. This book addresses: -Strategies about
minimizing taxes, as saving a dollar in tax may be your best investment How to avoid common pitfalls and myths about generating retirement
income and cash flow -Protecting your assets and transferring your
money as everyone only gets one estate -Simplifying your retirement and
giving you peace of mind -Avoid common retirement planning mistakes
as the title suggests. The great investors don't do it themselves, because
they know it is an emotional decision. They come to the logical
conclusion to get a team of great professionals to help them avoid
retirement mistakes and become comfortable with their retirement plans
I hope you enjoy this book and using it as a reference towards improving
your retirement lifestyle. www.ghicks.com Sincerely, Grant
Guerrilla Marketing Attack - Jay Conrad Levinson 1989
At a time when millions of small businesses are flourishing, here is the
optimum plan of attack for businesses that want to cash in on the high
profits and low costs of guerrilla marketing.
Guerrilla Marketing for Financial Advisors
- Jay Conrad Levinson
2016-07-12
Guerrilla Marketing is different from traditional marketing. Instead of
investing money in the marketing process, readers will discover proven
examples of how to invest time, energy and imagination into growing
their business. Financial professionals will be able to grow their capacity
by implementing key practice management processes including: Identify
and attract better ideal clients to manage your growth effectively Gather
more revenue and get more referrals by implementing proven processes
Inspire clients to act quickly through articulating your ideal client
experience and case studies Build key practice management processes to
build ideal capacity such as feedback and your value proposition.
Marketing Lessons from the Grateful Dead - David Meerman Scott
2010-08-02
The Grateful Dead-rock legends, marketing pioneers The Grateful Dead
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broke almost every rule in the music industry book. They encouraged
their fans to record shows and trade tapes; they built a mailing list and
sold concert tickets directly to fans; and they built their business model
on live concerts, not album sales. By cultivating a dedicated, active
community, collaborating with their audience to co-create the Deadhead
lifestyle, and giving away "freemium" content, the Dead pioneered many
social media and inbound marketing concepts successfully used by
businesses across all industries today. Written by marketing gurus and
lifelong Deadheads David Meerman Scott and Brian Halligan, Marketing
Lessons from the Grateful Dead gives you key innovations from the
Dead's approach you can apply to your business. Find out how to make
your fans equal partners in your journey, "lose control" to win, create
passionate loyalty, and experience the kind of marketing gains that will
not fade away!
Resources in Education - 1997
Content is Cash - Wendy Montes de Oca 2011
You have great web content: now transform it into cash and traffic - and
propel your business forward! Proven solutions and facts, not theory
from one of the world's most respected Fortune® 500 eMarketers! Easy,
"why didn't I think of that" advice you can implement today, even if you
have no marketing experience Low cost web content marketing
strategies that won't break the bank, no matter what business you're in
Plenty of books will show you how to create great content. This is the
first book that shows you how to systematically monetize the great
content you've already paid to create. You won't find abstract theory
here: you'll find a specific, easy-to-use eMarketing approach that's
worked for everyone from startups to Fortune® 500 companies. Using
Wendy Montes de Oca's exclusive SONAR Content Distribution Model,
you can integrate various web marketing tactics (SEO, SEM, social
marketing, online press releases, guerilla marketing, article marketing)
in a systematic and synchronized approach that drives maximum traffic,
visibility, sales, leads, and buzz. You'll learn how to repurpose and
disseminate content through syndicate partners; content syndication
networks; user generated content sites; article directories; relevant posts
to blogs, forums, and bulletin boards; and social media. Step by step, De
Oca shows how to execute expert eMarketing campaigns that deliver
powerful business results - no matter how low your budget is, or how
little eMarketing experience you have.
Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green
- Jay Conrad Levinson 2010-01-08
These Two Masters of Marketing Want to Pass Their Most Powerful
Success Strategies on to You! Learn to: Slash marketing costs and boost
profits by making your business as green and ethical as possible Easily
turn your customers, suppliers, and even competitors into your unofficial
sales force Understand how to turn business acquaintances into powerful
joint-venture partners Cut your advertising budget and build revenues
using social media, traditional media, and the power of your own
brain—even get paid to do your marketing Harness the Magic Triangle
and the Abundance Principle to skyrocket to success Find all this and
much more within the covers of Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green—your
road map to thrive and prosper as a green, ethical business in tough
times and good times. "A playbook for companies that want to succeed in
a world where integrity and transparency trump slick slogans. This is a
gem that should be required reading—not just for so-called green
marketers, but for any marketer who wants to succeed in today's
economy, and tomorrow's." — Joel Makower, Executive Editor,
GreenBiz.com, and author, Strategies for the Green Economy "Very wise
words from very wise men. Shel and Jay are seasoned marketing pros
who not only talk the talk, but walk the walk . . . Follow the advice of
Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green. Your current customers, your new
customers, and your bank account will be richer for it." —Bob Burg,
author, Endless Referrals, and coauthor, The Go-Giver
Selling the Invisible - Harry Beckwith 2000-10-15
SELLING THE INVISIBLE is a succinct and often entertaining look at the
unique characteristics of services and their prospects, and how any
service, from a home-based consultancy to a multinational brokerage,
can turn more prospects into clients and keep them. SELLING THE
INVISIBLE covers service marketing from start to finish. Filled with
wonderful insights and written in a roll-up-your-sleeves, jargon-free,
accessible style, such as: Greatness May Get You Nowhere Focus Groups
Don'ts The More You Say, the Less People Hear & Seeing the Forest
Around the Falling Trees.
Jennifer Government - Max Barry 2004-01-06
A wickedly satirical and outrageous thriller about globalization and
marketing hype, Jennifer Government is the best novel in the world ever.
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"Funny and clever.... A kind of ad-world version of Dr. Strangelove....
[Barry] unleashes enough wit and surprise to make his story a total
blast." --The New York Times Book Review "Wicked and wonderful.... [It]
does just about everything right.... Fast-moving, funny, involving." --The
Washington Post Book World Taxation has been abolished, the
government has been privatized, and employees take the surname of the
company they work for. It's a brave new corporate world, but you don't
want to be caught without a platinum credit card--as lowly
Merchandising Officer Hack Nike is about to find out. Trapped into
building street cred for a new line of $2500 sneakers by shooting
customers, Hack attracts the barcode-tattooed eye of the legendary
Jennifer Government. A stressed-out single mom, corporate watchdog,
and government agent who has to rustle up funding before she's allowed
to fight crime, Jennifer Government is holding a closing down sale--and
everything must go.
Equity Value Enhancement - Carl L. Sheeler 2015-12-29
A detailed look at risk identification and value creation in private equity
investment Equity Value Enhancement ("EVE"): Governance, Risk,
Relationships & Knowledge ("GRRK") provides the information and tools
practitioners and business owners need to work with the multitude of
intangibles ("GRRK") in equity investment decisions. The author engages
readers with an insightful and brief claim: "Values are more than
numbers." He then provides support for just how important human
capital is to the value creation paradox. He doesn't stop there because
ideas without definitive actions don't promote transformation. He further
challenges the reader with: "If you don't think outside of the box, you're
doomed to live in the box." A user-friendly manual chock full of vignettes,
suggestions and pithy commentary EVE is a must read for owners,
officers, boards and advisors to derive understanding of business value
drivers. This book teaches the reader how to conduct more intangible
asset due diligence as well as what decisions and behaviors impact value.
With more effective methods of risk identification, measurement,
management, and mitigation ("IMMM"), trusted advisors and owners can
establish a "working on the business" strategy to prioritize issues
impacting a company's intangible assets – assets which almost inevitably
create the largest component of value in flourishing companies. This
focus also serves to reduce risk while leveraging human capital and
operational effectiveness. This book challenges users of value
enhancement and valuation services to demand greater intellectual rigor
to best serve owners/investors of the United States' economic
engine—the midmarket company. Therefore, readers are challenged to
look beyond the common metrics and numbers. They are admonished to
rely less on formulaic approaches and on software that can generate
spurious opinions. The reader is called to action by the author, a US
Marine Combat Officer veteran, to lead the change: "You burn the boats
if you want to be sure you succeed taking the island." Trillions of dollars
of private equity are changing hands as Baby Boomer owners and
investors seek greater liquidity and legacies while investors seek higher
returns from direct investment in private companies. This book provides
risk and human capital guidance removing some of the guesswork on
valuation and value creation. Provide better evidence of value & equity
discounts Identify and quantify risk and provide tools to manage it
Inform better business management and investment decisions Create a
more comprehensive valuation for equity investments Roadmap and
strategy for enhancement of going concern value Governance, Risk and
Compliance ("GRC") management are hot topics in today's economic
environment. The familiar financial metrics may not be providing
adequate indications of value creation – the core principle of most
shareholder investment expectation. To identify risk and work with it
effectively, practitioners need an in-depth understanding of the forces at
play. Equity Value Enhancement is a detailed, insightful guide for making
better equity decisions. Finally, the author puts his passion front and
center by offering the reader the opportunity to invest in the human
capital this book addresses by encouraging support of military veteran's
with combat PTSD so they may be productive citizens with the leadership
and business skills provided by our country's "Greatest Generation."
Guerrilla Marketing Weapons
- Jay Conrad Levinson 1990
Identifies one hundred marketing "weapons" that minimize expenses and
maximize profits for retailers, manufacturers, and the service industry
Guerrilla Financing - Bruce Jan Blechman 1992-08
Details sources for funding small and medium-sized businesses, offering
a four-step plan for finding and obtaining financing and listing funding
sources
Guerrilla Advertising - Jay Conrad Levinson 1994
Designed to promote cost-effective advertising for the small business,
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this guide gives instruction in staying within budgets and developing an

guerrilla-marketing-for-financial-advisors-transforming-financial-professionals-through-practice-management

advertising strategy.
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